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Abstract 

In this paper, calculation of the electronic admittance of a microwave planar diode 

in the shallow retarding field, experimental research of it and analytical study of 

mutual heating problem of thermal radiation among the electrodes of this tube are 

performed. 

Introduction and Synopsis. 

In this parer, the studies of the gap phenomena of a microwave tube with a very 

narrow electrode spacing are performed. 

In the first chapter*, the approximate calculations of the electronic impedance of 

a diode with a comparatively weak retarding field and accordingly with a considerable 

strong effect of multi-velocity electrons are treated. 

In the second chapter**, the experimental studies of these phenomena are des

cribed. 

The treatment in this chapter makes it possible to explain the physical meaning 

of the measured value of electronic admittance of a disc seal tube by arranging its 

position in such a way as the analysis made in Part I, chap. 2 is applicable. 

In the third chapter***, the thermal problems of the tube which has a very narrow 

spacing such as a disc seal tube are considered and the theoretical treatments of the 

effect of mutual heating by the thermal radiation. This phenomenon is essentially 

not a matter of electronics, but this problem is important from the stand point of high 

* This part was announced on the 30th Annual Joint Meeting of the three Institute of Electrical 
Engineers of Japan (May 1955). 

** This part was announced on the Meeting of the Microwave Research Committee (Sponsored 
by the Ministry of Education, Japan) No-2-15-43 (Conference of Feb. 1954). 

*** This part was published on the Electrical Review of Japan, Vol. 38, No. 6 (Aug. 1950). 
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temperature engineering of a vacuum tube especially in the case when electrodes are 

very close to each other. 

Chapter 1. The Electronic Admittance of Microwave Diode in a Shallow Retar

ding Field. 

1. 1 Introduction 

The theoretical treatment of the high frequency electronic phenomenon occuring 

in a small spaced diode such as a remarkable effect of the velocity spread of the 

emitted electrons from the cathode is much complicated. 

Therefore we are oblidged to take approximate methods of analysis. 

The authors extend Freeman's method1) to the case when the d.c. retarding field 

is not constant but varies directly as distance and r.f. field is superposed on the d.c. 

field as space constant. 

This state has a close resemblance to a case that the potential of the plate is 

somewhat lower than than that of the cathode and space charge effect appears slightly. 

So the determination of the quadratic form of d.c. potential distribution is per

formed by referring to the exact form of the Langmuir's numerical solution of the 

distribution, and the operational condition of diode is limited to the assumption that 

the position of the potential minimum is on the anode surface. 

1. 2 Theoretical calculation. 
In the following, it is assumed that the cathode and anode consist of two parallel 

planes sufficiently close so that 

the edge effect may be neglected. 

We consider the electron 

motions in the field that negative 

d.c. voltage Vp and r.f. voltage 

V0 cos (wt+</J) are supplied on 

the anode of diode as shown in 

Fig. 1. 1, where c/J is the phase 

angle of generator at the time 

of emission. 

Co1hode Anode X=O 

X 

Fig. 1. 1 Schematic of idealized diode. 

As mentioned above, the d.c. potential distribution is approximated as following 

equation 

(1) 

whose boundary values of anode is - Vp. Then the potential distribution in the 

space at any instant is 

(2) 
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and the electron trajectory in this space is determined by following equation 

:i = ax+b+c cos (wt+rp), 

where 

a= 2eA b = eB 
m' m' 

and e, m are charge, mass of an electron, espectively. 

(3) 

Solving Eq. (3) on the initial condition that is x=O, x=v0 at the time t=t0 , we 

may obtain the following solutions. 

b 1 [ b c ( 1 cw . Vo ] v'act-t0 ) 
X = -a+-2 a+ wz+a COS Wto+rf>)-✓ a (wz+a) sm (wt0 +rp) +✓ a e 

1 [ b c ( ) 1 cw . ( ) V0 ] -v'act-t0 ) 
+2 a+ wz+a cos wto+rf> +-,,/a (w2+a) sm wto+rf> - ✓ a e 

C -~+ (wt+rp). w a 
(4) 

The transit time -r,. of "returning" electron which has the too low initial velocity 

to reach the anode is the value of t-t0 (other than zero) which satisfies Eq. (4) 

for x=O. 

and 

Let -r,.=-r0,.+p-r1 , as a first order approximation in P where P= Va/Vp<l. 

Then 

1_ vo✓ a 
1 b 

-r0,. = ✓~log r::-
a l+vo~ 

b 

_ e Vp [{ ( w . ( } i/aTo, 
'r1 - 2Vomd(wz+a) cos wto+rf>)-✓ a sm wt0 +rp) e 

(5) 

+{cos (wt0 +r/>) + ✓wa sin (wt0 +r/>) }e-i/aTo, -2 cos (w-r0,.+wt0 +r/>)]. ( 6) 

The transit time -r, of "traversing" electron which has the high initial velocity 

sufficient to reach the anode is the value of t-t0 which satisfies Eq. (4) for x=d. 

and 

Let 'rt= 'rot+P-rz. 

Then 

eVp [{ ( ,1,) w . ( ,1,)} vaTo, 'rz = 2F(vo)md(wz+a) cos wto+'P - ✓ a sm wt0 +y, e 

+{COS (Wfo+rf>) + raSin (Wfo+rf>) }e-i/aTot 

-2cos (w-r0,+wto+</J)], 

(7) 

(8) 
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where 

I Ub v2 

FCvo) = ,Y d2+a- ao · 

Fig. 1. 2 shows the relation between -v0✓t and ✓a -.0 parameter of which 
a 

is -,;d, 

Then the total induced current is calculated by the following equation. 

(9) 

where 

(10) 

K: Boltzman's constant, T: Absolute temperature of cathode, 

N: Number of electrons emitted per second. 

The admittance calculated by the induced current is represented by the two terms 

as follows. 
(11) 

.-----,----r-----r---,-----;:,---r----i-----iJ(, 

/. 

i, . If 

z 
r;.l(r 

' 
"fi,Ji 

/. 
l 

l 0, ' 

•. , 1.0 l2 __ tr.fa 

I, 

Fig. 1. 2 The relations between - v0 vba and "oVa parameter of which is -t d. 

Where Gr, Br are conductance, susceptance contributed by total electrons and G,., B,. 

are Gt, Bt are that they are contributed by "returning" and "traversing" electrons, 

respectively. 
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These are represented as follows, respectively, by the calculations. 

Io e f vm ( mv5 ) 
G,. = - k T w2d2 Jo Vo exp - 2kT g,.(w, T,., a)dvo 

Io e f vm ( mv5 ) 
B,. = - k T w2d 2 Jo Vo exp - 2kT b,.(w, T,-, a)dv0 

(12) 

where 

Io= Ne 

and the suffix r, t in the above equation mean the "returning", "traversing", respec

tively, and g, b are as follows. 

2-2 cos WT cosh ✓a T- c:T (1- a2T
2
2)sin wr sinh ✓a r 

( _ V aT WT 
g w, T, a) - ( 2 )2 

l+ ar 
W2T2 

-2 sin wT cosh ✓a r+✓wT (1- a;22)cos wr cosh ✓ci T+wT (1+ at;) 
b( · a T w r w T w, T, a) = ----------'----=--~(--a~r2c___)_2 ________ _,_ __ ~ 

1+22 w r 
(13) 

Each of above Eq. (13) means the element of conductance and susceptance of 

electron admittance contributed by an electron with velocity v0 in the retarding field 

obtained by Eq. (2). 

The relations between g, b and WT parameter of which is ✓a T are shown in 

Fig. 1. 3, 1. 4. The value of parameter ✓aT=O corresponds to that of the linear 

potential distribution obtained by Freeman. 

1. 3 Numerical Calculations and Discussions. 

As the examples, we treat the cases of following condition whose potential distri

butions are calculated from Langmuir's table, by assuming the cathode absolute tem

perature T and saturation current density ] 0 and coefficients a and b of quadratic 

form which approximate to its potential distribution are determined. 

Table 1.1 

Case I d cm 
I 

T °K I Vp volt I ] 0 A/cm2 
I 

a sec-2 I b cm/sec2 
I 

a 6 X 10-3 1000 -0.7 0.1 2.552xl015 0.152xl020 

b 6 X 10-3 1160 -0.47 0.16 3.147Xl015 0.296xl020 

C 4.5x10-3 1000 -0.55 0.1 2.643xl015 0.124xl020 

d 4.5x10-3 1160 -0.43 0.16 3.597xl015 0.435x1020 
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,---------------------------------

(2-2casw-z:usl./ir-lJ¥(1-~)S1itW't s,itl r/ctJ 

(l"t~)'· 

-to,-----+-----+-------111-----1-+-----+-----+-----+--

-6()~ ___ ......._ ____ _;_ ___ __,c_,..__...:__L_ ____ ...__ __ ---'-_,__ ____ ,;____. 

Fig. 1. 3 The relation between g(w, 7', a) and w7' parameter of which is v'a 7. 
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40t-----::-------,,-------,,------.-----,-----...----....--I 

Fig. 1. 4 The relation between b(w, .,., a) and w.,. parameter of which is v'a .,.. 
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Fig. 1. 5 Frequency characteristics of electronic conductance for different values 
of anode retarding voltage. 
a): linear potential distribution b) : quadratic potential distribution 
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Fig. 1. 6 Frequency characteristics of electronic susceptance for different 
values of anode retarding voltage. 
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Then calculating the frequency characteristics of GT and Br, we obtain the 

results as shown in Fig. 1. 5 and Fig. 1. 6. These results indicate the following 

characteristics ; 

(1) The values of the electronic admittance in the case of the quadratic potential 

distribution in the gap are compressed compared with the case of the linear potential 

distribution and the closer gap we get, the larger this tendency becomes ; 

(2) The peaks of conductances and the transition points of susceptances appeared 

in their frequency characteristics in the case that quadratic potential distribution 

situate higher frequency side than that of linear potential distribution on account of 

their transit time effects ; 

(3) The rates of contributions by the "traversing" electrons to the electronic admit

tance calculated above are still negligible small compared with that of "returning" 

electrons. 

In Fig. 1. 5 some experimental values of the conductances corresponded to calcu

lated values, which are obtained by the method described in next chapter are plotted 

in order to check the accuracy of our theoretical treatment. 

Chapter 2. Experimental Studies on the Microwave Electronic Phenomenae of 

Electron Tube with very Close Electrode Spacing. 

2. 1 Introduction 

In generally, for the measurement of electronic phenomena of microwave planar 

tubes, the method of measurement on the principle as customarily used that the gap 

admittance of the tube are regarded as a terminal load in the waveguide is adopted. 

The method described in this chapter is similar to that. 

But in this measurement, the four-terminal network comes to be inevitably inserted 

between the reference plane of measurements and the electrode gap where the admit

tance under measurement lies. Then the key points of these measuring methods are 

what separating methods of electronic admittance from the measured normalizing 

admittance are taken in them. 

A method to settle these points is to know previously the constants of the passive 

four terminal network which is inevitably inserted. 

S. D. Robertson2
) and T. Sekiguchi3) have obtained these constants by the purely 

experimental method. 

The authors obtain these circuit constants by the purely theoretical calculation as 

described in Part I Chap. 2 by setting the tube as if its geometrical shape presented 

the post inserted in the guide. This treatment is somewhat primitive, but still has 

the more physical background than other methods. 
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2. 2 Principle of New Method. 

2. 2. 1 Considerations as equivalent circuit. 

The schematic diagram of the measuring circuit is shown in Fig. 2. 1. The wave 

guide of main part of measuring equipments is shortened the dimension of its height 

as if the shape of cathode electrode of tube inserted presented the state of post in 

the guide. 

This wave guide is connected to standing wave detector, 

To 

Fig. 2. 1 Schematic Diagram of Measuring circuits. 

by means of the tapered wave guide. 

Fig. 2. 2 shows the setting of tube in the main part. 

Then the circuit problems arised are reduced to that treated in Part I chapter 2. 

The equivalent circuit of this part is represented by the T type network as shown 

in Fig. 2. 3(a). 

We have represented the 

shunt element of this circuit 

Z 12 by adding the supplemental 

term ZsuP to Z 0,. the value of 

the case when the gap is closed, 

as shown in Fig. 2. 3(b), where 
1 

Zsup=QYo" 

By the results obtained in 

the preceding Part I. Chapter 2. 

Eq. (37), the transformation 

coefficient Q of the impedance 

of gap capacity to its corres

ponding equivalent circuit value 

can be calculated. 

If we know this value, we 

can obtain the absolute value 

Diode T .. be 

Fig. 2. 2 Main part of measuring equipments 
with tube. 

Cb) 

Fig. 2. 3 Equivalent network of a tube under 
measurement. 
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of gap admittance by me~suring the normalized admittance Zf2 = t2
• 

Then we represent the gap admittance as follows by adding the gap susceptance 

to the value of electronic admittance Ye. 

Ye= jwc+ Ye= G+jB = ~0 y: 
Q(Zf2-Zf2) +-. -0 

JWC 

(1) 

where Zf2 is the shunt value normalized by the characteristic impedance of the 

wave guide which is contained no electronic element and this value plays the basic 

part of measurement. 

To obtain this, we must increase the negative grid bias of the tube until the 

indication of standing wave detector does not more vary. The shunt element value of 

this time is Zf2 • Zf2 is the normalized admittance of the case electrons flow. 

Y0 is the characteristic admittance of the wave guide. 

2. 2. 2 Measurement of the Shunt Element Value. 

Choosing the reference plane of measurement for the plane of symmetry, we shall 

obtain its equivalent network as shown in Fig. 2. 3. It is usually necessary the twice 

measurements of different position of short output plunger to obtain the value Zf2 • 

But shifting the input and output planes of reference along certain distance D 

from the plane of symmetry, we can reduce this two pairs of terminal network to 

simple shunt element. 

Then if we determine the distance D, the slunt element is obtained by only the 

once measurement. 

Now, denoting the circuit parameters with regard to the initial reference plane 

as a, b, c and that to final 

planes of reference shifted 

by D as a', b', c' as shown 

in Fig. 2. 4, we obtain the 

following relations among 

these parameters. 

«. b',C! r-......., _____ ~:-
Fig. 2.4 

,_ ✓b+ti2 _ Z12 -Z' 
a-~ -1-(ZH-zm- 12 

b' = 0 a' I c' = 1 

). ✓-D = __g_ tan-1(-a+ b+a2 ) 
27t' 

a= c = -jZh 

(2) 

In addition to the method of above equation, D is easily obtained by experimental 

method such as measuring the distance between the contact point of 45° tangential 
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line to S curve of the post and its 

plane of symmetry as shown in 

Fig. 2. 5. 

Since the new planes of re

ference is determined, we obtain 

Zb by measuring the standing 

wave pattern on the input reference 

plane in case of output terminal 

makes open circuit by shorting 

plunger. 

2. 3 Experiments and Dis

cussions. 

Our experiments have been 

undertaken under the conditions of 

about below 0.3 mW level of input 

power to measure the electronic 

admittance in the state of small 

signal operation. 

2. 3.1 Diode 

Two tubes of 2C40 type diode 

such as the gap spacing dare 45µ, 

60µ have been measured. Fig. 2. 6 

shows the experimental results of 

gap admittance of a tube whose 

gap spacing is 45µ. Its heater 

voltage is 5.5V (d.c.). 

The calculated values by the 

theories of Freeman and Sekiguchi 

.,9 

j .... ,._ 

-! 
j 
1 -:--;-;-;---:----=---;;---:---:----,-----:--~. 

:.._ di.stanc#fi,J11 T pP,1111 to .-&h,rl"'f pl....,,,._ -t -,, o' .. 
; A½ +,r 

r.f.5;,."'•J 
Fig. 2. 5 An example of determination of 

distance by S curve method. 

V DiDd e •t/o. 12. 

0.20 C "' 3, 2 PF .,.., ... ------1--r 
VH = S;,S V ,' ,,·:', 

I 1 •I 

a _ _,, :' , ;: 
o. 101---....,._~-4,:::::_-i-~:ti111:z:r--+-I 
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To= 'foo'I<. ++-,.+--'r--+-+---+-, 
( ,.,..,,_,,,eJ 
:rs£0,1,_%. ; 

o,o I 1-----1----+h+
1 

;-
1 ---H--+--+-1 

0.0081-----1---+--'-l'--'c-'--+,i-----+--I 

(""A) 

30 

,20 

10 10 

j 8 
are shown in it, for comparison. o.oo6,1---+--,h,-..,,-~..+-,~ ' (, 

We assume its cathode temperature o,oo41----1----.-1---1--tt-+-+\----+-1 4 't 
in this case is about 900°K by 

measuring the nature of initial 

current to plate voltage. 

Fig. 2. 7 shows the gap ad

mittance of a tube of d=60µ. Its 

heater voltage is 5.5V, or 6.5V. 

d.c. 

2, 2, 
i • 

J 'l}'O/ '----'--..----'----..:....;;=---,---'--' 
-.2. --I o I 

- Vr C vot-t) 

Fig. 2. 6 Measured electronic admittance of diode 
(d=45µ) and comparison with theoretical values. 
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Fig. 2. 7 Measured electronic admittance of diode (d=60µ). 
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The experimental values of this case are small as compared with their corres
ponding theoretical values. This is illustrated by the fact that the linear potential 
distribution does not occured in such an electrode spacing except the region of very 
deep negative potential of anode. 

The comparison between the experimental values and the author's calculated values 
in the region of the potential distribution is quadratic form has been described in 
previous chapter. 

We tested the tube with more close gap spacing as d=18µ but we had to abandon 
this data by virtue of very poor emission of it. 

2. 3. 2 Triode 
On the correspondency between the input admittance of triode and gap admittance 

of diode, the network representation attended to the electron flow has been obtained 
by F. B. Llewellyn and L. C. Peterson5

,
6
). 

According to these results, the input admittance of triode corresponds to the 
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admittance of diode in the case of the 

tube which has very fine meshgrid. 

The above conclusion on the 

basis of the "single velocity theory" 

are also applied to this case. Some 

experimental results of 2C40 type 

triodes which have no evaporation 

shield such as 446A are shown in 

the following. The setting of a tube 

in the wave guide is performed such 

as Fig. 2. 8, that is the grid disc is 

set into the base of waveguide, and 

Tviode Tube 

f,it. 

Fig. 2. 8 Main part of measuring equipments 
with tube. 

the disc with cooling fins put on the anode is set to contact the lower plane of wave

guide through the thin micaplate in short circuited condition of output as far as the 

high frequency operations are concerned. 

At first, we measure the input admittances of the tube on the condition of anode 

voltage is 200V constant and grid voltage can be varied from large negative value to 

positive one at the various frequencies. 

As shown in Fig. 2. 9 their natures show the similar characteristics to the case 

o----<> 908 2 MC 

-· 3H5 MC 
4 - 4 402.0MC 

o----a 4,'!60 MC 

lp 
('lllA) 
20 

o. ol 1--+--+-+--t--'.rlb---"""'l'--I Io 

b~~::==t~l8 
f--:::=4-.....,,,h.Li"'7''+--t-7""-t-l 6 

t{o.1 

VH = 6.0 V 2. 
Vr = 200 V 

c,, ~ 2.2 PF 

-6 -5 -4 -3 -.2 -, 0 
v, (VOLT) 

Fig. 2. 9 The characteristics of input 
admittance of triode under the con
ditions of grid voltage varied. 
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Fig. 2. 10 The characteristics of 
admittance of triode under the 
condition of plate voltage varied. 
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of diode and it is recognized that the ratio of the effective conductance G to the Gm 

which corresponds to the d.c. admittance of diode declines rapidly as frequency 

increased. 

Fig. 2. 10 shows '.the results of measurement of input admittance at the condition 

of the grid voltage is - l.5V constant and anode voltage is varied. 

From the preceding results compared the experimental value with theoretical one, 

about the diode and triode, we may conclude that the effects of returning electrons 

which have multivelocities appear in the electronic admittance of the tube of gap 

spacing which is the order up to 60µ. 

Chapter 3. The Problems of the Mutual Heating by Thermal Radiation among 

the Closed Gap Spacing of Electrodes such as Disc Seal Tube. 

3. 1 Introduction 

When the bodies whose proper temperature are very high are arranged closely in 

·the vacuum, the each body repeats the absorption and reflection of energy of thermal 

rediations of each others, and its temperature of final state rises in somewhat than 

that of initial state. 

This problem (so called the mutual heating of thermal radiation) is important to 

the case of microwave electron tube such as disc seal tube. 

The authers will discuss about this problem of the case of parallel disc electrodes, 

and introduce the formula which represent its rising rate, and find especially the 

solution of this problem in the case of proper temperature of electrodes are distributed 

is resolved into that of the Fredholm integral equation of the 2nd kind. 

3. 2 Generbl Treatments 

3. 2. 1. The case of diode. 

When we assume that the absorption coefficients of electrodes of diode I, II are 

A 1 , A 2 respectively, the reflection coefficients of them are represented (l-A1), (l-A2), 

respectively. 

Denoting the arriving rate of thermal radiation from electrode (I) to electrode (II) 

as <P12 and that from electrode (II) to electrode (I) as <{)21 we obtain the following 

Table 3.1 about the quantities of thermal radiation of electrode (I) which go and return 

between electrodes (I) and (II). 

Again denoting the quantity of reabsorption of electrode (I) and quantity of 

absorption of electrode (II) of the thermal radiation energy from electrode (I) as 

w11 , w 12 , respectivery, we represent them as the following equations. 

In the discussion of the frequency charateristics of this admittance, the effect of glass part 
is not negligible, but there is no any suitable method fer separating it. We assume this effect 
by referencing the results in the preceding Part 1 chapter 2. 
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Table 3.1 

electrode (I) 
absorption reflection 

I intrinsic radiation 1 I 
I q,21A1'P12( l-A2) I + I 'P12(l - A2 J'i?21 (1- A2) I 

I 

I 

electrode (II) 
absorption reflection 

I q,12A2 I + I 'P12Cl -A2) I 
________ I 

'P12Cl -A1)'P1l 
x (l-A1) 2 

------------' 

Wu= q,12A1q,1ll-A2) +q,21A,q,21Cl-A1)q>t2(l-A2) 2+ ······ 

q,21A1q,12(l-A2) 
l-q,1il-A2)q,21(l-A1) 

W12 = q,,2A2+q,12A2q,21(l-A1)q,1il-A2)+ ..... . 

q,12A2 
l-q,12(l-A2)q,21(l-A1). 

(1) 

( 2) 

Similarly, denoting the quantity of absorption of electrode (I) and that of re

absorption of electrode (II) of the radiation energy from electrode (II) as W21 , W22, 

respectively, we represent 

w _ q,21A1 
21 - l-q,12Cl-A2)q,21Cl-A,) 

( 3) 

q,12A2q,21 (l -A1) ( 4) 

When we assume the temperatures of electrodes (I) and (II) at the thermal 

steady state are (T1°+.dT1°), (T2°+.JT2°) respectively, by mutual heating of thermal 

Fig. 3.1 Stationary state 
of thermal condition. 

radiation, whose intrinsic temperatures are T 1 °K, T2 °K 

respectively, we obtain the following thermal equilibrium 

equations about each electrode as indicated in Fig. 3. 1. 

S1 +w11E,F, +w21E2F2 = 2E1F1 ( 

S2+w12Ei.F1+W22E2F2 = 2E2F2 ) 
( 5) 

where E 1 , E2 are radiation energies per unit are in area 

of electrodes (I) and (II) respectively, F 1 , F 2 are the half 

surface areas of electrodes, and S1 , S2 are the impressed thermal quantities on 

electrodes (I) and (II), respectively. 

The relations among the quantities of heat of each electrodes and those absolute 

temperatures are represented as follows. 

S1 = 2ae1TiF1 } 

S2 = 2ae2 T~F2 
(6) 
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E1 = aeiCT1+dT1)' = ae1Tf(1+df1
)' 

E2 = ae2( T2 + dT2)' = <1e2 Ti( 1 + df 2 r 1 

65 

( 7) 

where <1 is emissivity, e1 , e2 are absorption coefficients of each electrodes. 

Inserting Eqs. (6), (7) to Eq. (5) and rejecting higher powers of di than the 

first as T )> dT, we obtain the following equations about d/1 and di/. 

(8) 

Therefore, we can obtain the ascending rates of each electrode temperatures by Eq. 

(8) if we know each intrinsic temperature T 1 , T 2 and the values of w. 

In order to know w, we must calculate the value of <p. 

3. 2. 2 Definition of <p.7) 

The transfer of thermal radiation among the surfaces of any situation is calculated 

by the Lambert's cosine law, as far as rough surfaces are concerned. Considering 

the radiating surfaces as shown in Fig. 3. 2. We may re

present the transfer quantity of heat Q as follows. 

Q = <p<1e1e2[Tt-TUF1 

<p = 7!"~JFjF2 ns~2dF1dF2. 

(9) 

(10) 

Fig. 3.2 

Where S is the distance between the two surfaces, n1 , n2 

are the length of perpendiculars which draw from dF1 or 

dF2 to the other surfaces in the plane containing these sur

faces, respectively, and 01 , 02 are the angles between each normal lines and connecting 

lines S, respectively. 

<p is defined as the coefficient of solid angle. The solid angle looking from surface 

F 1 into a certain point on the other surface F2 , which is denoted by <p' is expressed 

by following equation. 

(11) 

And by this equation, the distribution of the coefficient of solid angle on the 

surface F2 is obtained. 

3. 2. 3 The Coefficient of Solid Angle between Two Parallel Discs7
). 

We - can calculate <p by the following way in the case that the two circular discs 
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elactrode 'Jf. 

Fig. 3. 3 

are situated parallel to each other, coaxially as 

shown in Fig. 3. 3. 

<p= ;[(;J+(~~f+1 
-J { (;J + (~r +lr-4(~:rJ. (12) 

If putting R1=R2 =R, cp is reduced to 

(13) 

The relation between n/ R and cp calculated by above equation as shown in Fig. 3. 4. 

We can obtain the distribution of cp from electrode (I) to (II), that is cp', in the 

process of calculation of Eq. (12), but here we omit this result and show only the 

relations among cp', n/R1 and a/R1 

in Fig. 3. 5. 

3. 3 Calculation of Tempera

ture Distribution. 

3. 3. 1 Induction of Funda

mental Equation. 

In the preceding paragraph, we 

obtain the mean ascending tem

perature on the disc. But in 

practically it is important to know 

its temperature distribution. 

In this section, we treat this 

problem on the assumption of R1 

=R2 in Fig. 3. 3 for simplicity. 

Now, assuming the distribution of 

thermal energy of disc (I) which 

in final steady state is E(r) and 

the intrinsic temperature distribu

tion of disc (II) is constant on its 

surface on account of which has 

no impressed source and has room 

temperature, we represent d'Q12 
which is the transferred quantity 

of heat from disc (I) to disc (II) 

as follows. 

Fig. 3. 4 Curve of n/R versus <p. 

0·3 0:----:0=-'=.2.:-----:'oL-:.4:---o-L. 6-_-_-_-_-o:. ~=-n-,-. ...1.1,0 

R 
Fig. 3. 5 Cuves of <p' versus a/ R, by taking 

n/ R as a parameter. 
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where dF1 = rdrda 

fR1 
d'Q12 = Jo E(r)K(a, r)dr (14) 

where 

This quantity is the function of radius a of disc (II), and some of this quantity 

is transfered again to the point of disc (I) after it is absorbed somepart and the other 

is reflected. 

Carrying out this process, we obtain the following Table 3. 2. 

Table 3.2 

electrode (I) electrode (II) 
absorption at reflection at absorption at 

certain point 
reflection at 

certain point certain point certain point 

I radiation E(r) 1--
j d'Q12nA1[ + \ d'Q12n(l -A1) I +

I_.._ 

d'Q12 = ~:1E(r)K(a,r)dr -> I d'Q,2A2 I + I d'Q12Cl-A1)[ 

d'Q1zn = (l -A2)!!.:i d'Q12 -
5
\ dF2 ,.._I 

1t )Fz 

The transferred quantity d'Q 12R to a certain point on disc (I) which is the 

reflected energy of the radiation E(r) of disc (I) from the disc (II) is as follows 

where 

where 

d'Q12R = (l-A2) :
2 

iF2 d'Q12 l4 dF2 , 

dF2 = adada' 

a' : angle between a and r'. 

d'Q12R = (l-A2) [
1 
E(r)K2Cr, r)dr, 

K2(r, r) = [ 1 
K(r, a)K(a, r)da 

(15) 

_ fR1 4n4ar(n2+a2+r2)(n2+a2+r2)da - J ~---~-~--!----'---~---c--=a (16) 
o [ { (n2+a2+,-2)2-4(ar)2}{ (n2+a2+ r2)2-4(ar)2} ]I' 

These processes are continued successively, but in practical case, the absorption 

coefficient of electrode (I) is very large on account of its oxide layer, etc. and that 

of electrode (II) is small. 
Then we can treat these processes as one reflection process, approximately, and 

introduce its thermal equilibrium equation. 

About electrode (I) as in Fig. 3. 6, its absorption of energy are 
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_-1,1-_..E('f) 

(1) reabsorption of the radiated energy E(r) of electrode (I), 

d'Q12RA1, 

cr~ZRA, 
R11. 

(2) absorption of the radiated energy from electrode (II), 

Rn and 

(3) the impressed thermal quantity S1 • 

Fig. 3. 6 
These quantities are in the state of equilibrium with its radiation 

E(r) on any point of electrode (I), that is 

(17) 

where S1 is the known function of radius of disc (I), and is represented as /Cr). 
Rn consists of the proper radiating quantity of electrode (II) and its reradiating that 

of absorption of E(r). The former is very small compering with the later, so Rn is 

represented by the later approximately. This is shown as follows 

Therefore, we rewrite Eq. (17) as follows. 

(18) 

where 
1 ). = 2 A1[Cl-A2) +icA2]. 

This is the Fredholm integral equation of the 2nd kind, and ,c is assumed as ~ in 

this case. 

3. 3. 2 Solving Method of Integral Equation. 

Let us consider the nature of interative kern of integral equation shown in 

Eq. (16) 

where, r is variable and r is the certain point on electrode (I). 

As integrating the right side of Eq. (16) 

numerically, first we fix a certain point of r 
and some points or r, and integrate K(r, a), 

K(a, r) by a about certain r from O to R 1 then 

we obtain the characteristic curve of K2(r, r) to 

r of different fixed values of r, as shown in 

Fig. 3. 7. 

Denoting the.se curve as K2(r0 , r), K2Cr1, r) 

we can represent them as the following Fourier 

series of sine generally. 

----+i 
Fig. 3. 7 C'.!·.-es of K2 (r, r) versus r. 
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That is, 
K2Ci\, r) = 1:: Aom sin m1rr 

m=l 

K2Ci\, r) = I:: Aun sin m1rr 
m=l l (19) 

and assuming the distribution E(r) is axial symmetry, we can represent it as the 

following cosine series. 

(20) 

Then if the coefficients x0 , Xzn-i (n=l, 2, .. ,) are known, the distribution are 

dotermined. 

Now, in order to determine the (p+l) point values on the E(r), we must 

calculate (p+l) terms of the series of Eq. (20). 

When we define these coordinate points of r as r0 , r1 , ... rp we obtain the follow

ing simultaneous equations, by inserting the relations of Eq. (19), (20) to Eq. (18) 

and putting the upper limet of integration R1 to unity. 

In the above equation, plus in the compound signs corresponds to the case of m 

is odd and minus to even, and 

1 1 
F(m, n) = [ (2n-l)rr]+ [ (2n-l)rr] 

2 m1r- 2 2 m1r+ 2 . 

From Eq. (21), the unknown coefficients x0 , x1 ... X2p- 1 can be obtained by determinant 

method. 

From these coefficients, the distributions of E(r) is determined. 

3. 3. 3 Numerical Example. 

Let us calculate the distribution of E(r) as the case R1=l, n/R1=0.15, A 1=0.8 

and A 2 =0.2 and the radiation energy distribution of intrinsic temperature of electrode 

(cathode) I of disc seal tube is constant, unity and cosine distribution. 

The results of calculations of the case that 4 points of r are shown such as 

ro=0, r 1 =0.25, r 2 =0.5 and r 3 =0.75 are shown in Table 3. 3 and Fig. 3. 8. 
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Table 3. 3 

1cr) E(r) 

1 
7r- 31t- 57r-

1.212+0.364 cos 2 r - 0.050 cos 2 r+0.001 cos 2 r 

1t -cos 2 r 1t - 31t - 57t -0.013+ 1.450 cos 2 r- 0.010 cos 2 r- 0.045 cos 2 r 

Fig. 3. 8 Graphical representation of table 3. 3. 

By these results we inquire the tendency of more concentration of high tempera

ture to the centre of _electrode than the distribution of intrinsic temperature by the 

mutual heating. 

This result is one example of calculation such as the distance of disc n is fixed 

constant. The charge of distribution of E(r) is wanted to know however, when n is 

varied, and similar numerical calculation about different value of n must be performed. 

This may be laborious work. But these characteristics can be conceived by considering 

that of <p' that was mentioned previously. 

Conclusions 

In this part fundamental studies on microwave electronic phenomena of the tube 

which has a very narrow electrode spacing were treated. 

The treatment of chapter 1, was done by the method of calculation of the total 

current in the external circuit induced by all electrons in the gap of diode at an 

arbitrary instant. 

Comparing this result with that of a usual theory of linear retarding potential 
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distribution, we know the transit time effect on electronloading duing to space charge. 

The principle of the measurement of chapter 2 are based on theoretical founda

tions developed in Part I Chapter 2, and this maniplation was simple. 

So by measuring at many frequency points, we investigated the electron loading 

phenomena from the standpoint of its frequency characteristics. The results obtained 

agreed with the theoretical values in qualitatively. 

Lastly, by the study of the tube from the stand point of high temperature 

engineering as treated in chapter 3, we know the thermal mechanism of the tempera

ture rise of electrodes. These results are important for the design of the cathode. 

Especially, the authors resolved the method of evaluating the temperature distri

bution of the electrode by the mutual heating of thermal radiation into the problem 

of solving the Fredholm integral equation of the second kind. 
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